
When Prime Minister
Narendra Modi met
with his Economic
Advisory Council for
the first time yesterday,
reversing the current

economic slowdown was top of the
agenda. A surge in demand for products
and services would be a certain cure for
most of the Indian economy’s current
afflictions: low capacity utilisation, low
investments, low production, low job
creation or low GDP growth rate. 

And there is no better way to pump up
demand than catering to orders from all
over the world. India can target an export
turnover of a trillion dollars by 2022, up
from the current $440 billion. Meeting
this target will need taking seven steps.

One: Promote manufacturing of
products the world buys most – bulk
drugs, organic chemicals, engineering,
electronic and telecom equipment, and
so on. For this, the government would 
need to announce sector specific incenti-
ves and tax breaks and then rope in 
an anchor firm for each product group.
Anchor firms kick-start operations and
achieve high growth using their global
network and money. They also persuade
others to join the network. 

Also promote textiles, leather and
other labour-intensive products where
manufacturing is shifting from China to
lower cost countries. A manufacturing
push will also help in diversification
and growth of the services sector, which
today is mainly the story of IT services
exported to the US and EU. 

Two: Invest in Global Value Chains
(GVC) ready trade infrastructure. India 
does not produce electronic, telecom and
high-tech products as its port-customs 
infrastructure does not guarantee quick
entry and exit of goods. This is critical as
parts and sub-assemblies of such products
are manufactured in many countries and
delay in shipment at one port disrupts ma-
nufacturing schedule in another country.

To improve, India needs to automate
port and customs operations and allow
green channel clearances for most 
consignments. Match the turnaround
time of ships with the best global 
parameters. This will shorten queues,

The Supreme Court on Monday banned
sale of firecrackers in Delhi-NCR till
November 1, which triggered sharp 
reactions. Haripriya Padmanabhan,
mother of a petitioner in the case, is 
a practising lawyer in Delhi who 
represented those seeking the ban. In a
conversation with Rohit E David she 
details her position:

■ What will be the impact of the fire-
crackers ban by the Supreme Court?

Well I’m hoping that PM 2.5 (parti-
culate matter) level does not go as high as
it went last year after Diwali. Last year,
what happened was that after Diwali,
Delhi was choking. We were completely
covered by smog. The PM 2.5 level is
the most harmful particulate matter 
because we all breathe it. It goes right
into our lungs. There are many cause of
air pollution, firecrackers is one of the
causes. Our petition is very clear that we
are attacking all heads of pollution: poor
fuel, crop burning and waste burning,
etc have to stop. We are not anti-Diwali.
We want every contributing factor to air
pollution to be set right. Diwali pollution
happens during the cold months, when
the wind factor is low and crops are also
burnt.
■ Can those who have purchased
firecrackers still burst them on 
Diwali?

That’s very unfortunate. The thing is
the court has only banned the sale of

firecrackers. They have not imposed
a ban on those who have already 
purchased it. The ban is the first step.
■ Did the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB) suppress relevant 
information to the Supreme 
Court, which led to its relaxation 
of its previous ban on crackers, on
September 12?

Twenty years ago, CPCB in a petition
in high court had said that sulphur 
should not be permitted in firecrackers.
It is one of the most important chemicals
used to make firecrackers. So, CPCB 
should have mentioned this in court this
year when the Supreme Court wanted to
know what chemicals should be banned
in the making of fireworks. But it didn’t.

In 1998 the Delhi Lieutenant Governor,
CPCB and other authorities came 
together and decided that we will only
burn firecrackers in common places. 
However, it has never been imposed be-
cause everyone is bursting firecrackers
outside their houses. They never disclosed
before the court that there is such a
resolution in 1998, they should have
come out and said so. In fact since
2005, bursting of firecrackers after
10pm is not allowed.
■ How will this ban be imple-
mented?

All the licences stand suspended.
So, nobody can sell firecrackers. If 
someone is found selling firecrackers
then police should technically take 
action against them.
■ What are your views on people who
feel that a court-imposed ban gets in
the way of an old tradition?

That’s totally wrong. In 2005, the SC
in a noise pollution judgment had made
it clear that Diwali and firecrackers
don’t go hand-in-hand. In 2005, a similar
argument was made that firecrackers
are an integral part of the Diwali 
culture. The Supreme Court held that
firecrackers are not a religious practice
and not linked with Diwali. Diwali is a
festival of lights. Firecrackers came into
the country in the 1920s when the Nadar
brothers had set up the industry in 
Sivakasi. Till then you never had any 
firecrackers being burst on Diwali. It’s a

‘Firecrackers came in the 1920s ... a drastic 
change in Delhi air calls for drastic measures’

Sacredspace
Now Is The Time

Be happy now. Don’t wait for
something outside of yourself to
make you happy in the future.

Think how really precious is the
time you have to spend, whether
it’s at work or with your family.
Every minute should be enjoyed

and savoured. 

Earl Nightingale

The Union government’s diffidence over incorporating a 
provision for “living will” in its draft passive euthanasia 
bill doesn’t pass muster. Living wills allow people to declare

in advance that their life must not be prolonged by life support 
systems if they slide into a vegetative state or go into irreversible 
coma. The government has told Supreme Court that living will
can make the elderly vulnerable to greedy relatives who have an 
eye on their wealth. This is another example of the state adopting
paternalistic stances negating choices people make. 

The government has accepted passive euthanasia as law after the
2011 SC judgment. Passive euthanasia involves a high court setting
up a medical board to take a decision on withdrawing life support
after close relatives of a patient make a request. This is consonant

with the right to live and die with dignity.
But there is a stronger case for living will.
It is an extension of passive euthanasia
but has greater moral force because it 
allows an individual to exercise bodily
autonomy even when consciousness has
seeped out of the body.

By allowing passive euthanasia but 
rejecting living wills government is contra-
dicting itself. The present government
has trained its guns at India’s colonial 
legacy – and rightly so. Yet it fails to recog-

nise how that legacy guides the state in curbing individual freedom
and autonomy. It also ignores how Indic religious practices such as
santhara, samadhi and iccha mrityu grant individuals the power to
attain mortality at a time and place of their choosing.

Even otherwise, medical ethics and human rights place a 
moral obligation upon doctors and relatives to accept patients’ 
preferences. Many countries – the US, Ireland and Germany, to namea
few – have passed laws allowing advance healthcare directives. A 
living will is not a manifesto courting death or an invitation to 
crime. It is merely a recognition that death cannot be annulled. This
is why society as well as legal and medical institutions need to
have a conversation about what constitutes a “good death”. This
conversation cannot be denied, nor the privacy and dignity of the
individual effaced, simply by exercising the lordly prerogative of
the state or medical practitioners claiming to act in the interest of –
but without the consent of – the dying individual.

Grant Living Will
A less taxing passage can be a dying person’s 

last wish. It should not be denied

The headline is the name of Anita Desai’s quietly searing 
novel. But its faded setting, Kasauli, is more linked to the feisty
Khushwant Singh. Though his own family retreat was at Mash-
obra, he preferred the deodars which guarded his privacy and
his father-in-law’s house in this Himachali hill station. It’s the
venue of a litfest dedicated to him – uniquely when he was still

alive. Taking part in the KSLF is my own annual pilgrimage – and bragging
right. Lofty journos and nubile nymphets may claim Most Favoured Protegee
status, but i alone get to sleep in Khushwantji’s bed here at Raj Villa. Never mind
the windy draughts and wake-up hullabaloo of the monkeys on the cold tin roof.

Khushwantji was an eco-warrior before this became a junket. But his 
beloved Kasauli battled against a climate change which left my woollies
skulking in my suitcase last weekend. Undeterred, KSLF ’17 soldiered on atop
its sylvan valley. Cantonment Kasauli has been spared nearby Simla’s death by
tourism. Chholey stall ke peechhey kya hai? 

Litfests themselves have begun springing up like mushroom pizzas. They may
contain gourmet truffles, but they’re so must-go because they’re
perceived as the two-minute diet for intellectual attainment. So,
from the cerebral spread at KSLF, you could snack on Instawisdom.

Devdutt Pattanaik offered a trilogy of definitions: “Fact is
everybody’s truth. Fiction is nobody’s truth. Myth is somebody’s truth; so don’t
mock those who knock their heads on it.” 

Ashwin Sanghi shared received wisdom. An uncle almost drained his
whisky glass to illustrate that “Beta, 90% success is due to good luck.” And the
remaining 10%? Inspiration? Hard work? No-ji, “It’s due to bloody good luck!”

Vikram Seth read out his moving verse. Then, this most reclusive and most
sought-after genius revealed his weapon against persistent ‘inviters’. “To my
blunt ‘I can’t come’, they’ll demand, ‘Why not?’ So, then, very politely, almost
obsequiously, I say, ‘Because, I’m afraid, it’s just not possible’.” This takes the
matter beyond the realm of personal choice. “You have to clear your calendar,”
said Seth. OMG! Then what about today’s obsession with ‘Mujhhko dekho,
dekho’ and FOMO, the Fear Of Missing Out?

***
Alec Smart said: “Will the fireworks ban start with a bang and end in a

whimper?” 
bachi.karkaria@timesgroup.com
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Fire on the mountain

Bachi Karkaria

It can ignite minds or simply 
spark some Instawisdom 

In a fierce tit-for-tat, Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi and
BJP heavyweights led by party president Amit Shah raided each
other’s den to make their respective political pitches. Rahul, as

part of his Navsarjan Yatra, has been travelling through BJP-ruled
Gujarat and questioning the state’s much vaunted development
model that has looked tattered in recent times. Poll-bound Gujarat
has been witnessing some signs of a churn precipitated by the 
Patidar agitation for reservations. Plus, ever since Prime Minister
Narendra Modi moved to the Centre, the state government has

experienced leadership troubles. Add to this
an economic slowdown and jobs crisis.

Rahul is trying to cash in on these factors as
well as recent allegations on Shah’s son Jay’s
business transactions, not just for Gujarat polls
but also as a trial run for the 2019 battle. While
Rahul’s challenge in Modi’s home state may be
slight, BJP has nevertheless responded with its
customary scorched earth policy as Shah, Union

minister Smriti Irani and UP CM Yogi Adityanath all descendedon the
Gandhi pocket borough of Amethi. The trio questioned the state of
development in Rahul’s Lok Sabha seat, pointing out that despite being
a so-called VIP constituency growth had eluded Amethi.

And given that Rahul’s margin of victory over Irani in the 
2014 Lok Sabha polls had seen a sharp decline over five years earlier,
there’s no guarantee he will hold on to the Gandhi bastion next time
around. Hence, both Congress and BJP are taking the battle to each
other’s backyard to unsettle their opponent. However, nationally,
BJP still holds all the cards with a powerful electoral machinery 
and a charismatic Modi. Meanwhile callow remarks still betray 
Rahul occasionally, as when he raised the question of why we don’t
see women in RSS-style shorts.

Bastion Wars 
Rahul Gandhi in Gujarat and Amit Shah in

Amethi have sounded the 2019 poll bugle 
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ensure quicker transactions and allow
better use of infrastructure. 

India must also set up a new online
platform for processing all regulatory and
commercial requirements of exporters.
The platform should allow exporters to
file all information/documents online 
doing away with the need to deal with 
customs, DGFT, shipping companies, sea
and air ports, and banks separately.

Three: Focus on improving product
quality. Many Indian products fail quality
tests due to traces of pesticides, pathogens,
illegal dyes, etc. India needs to redesign its
quality infrastructure to help firms move
to higher quality standards and protect the
country from substandard imports.

Institutions responsible for developing
standards, setting guidelines for inspec-
tion, testing and quality certification
must adopt global best practices. We also
need to set up more globally accredited
testing laboratories, enhance the capacity
of Indian testing laboratories and sign
Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRA)
with partner countries for accepting each
other’s products. India’s agriculture ex-
ports will gain most with these measures.

Four: Reduce cost differentials. Indi-

an exporters pay 5% extra on domestic
transport, 5% extra on capital, 2% extra
due to working capital blockage caused
by GST, and 3-5% extra due to higher 
Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER).
This 15% extra compared to developed
country counterparts makes Indian
products less competitive. 

Government meets part of the cost
disability through the export schemes
which also need recast to conform to
WTO norms. The biggest current worry
is GSTN glitches that threaten to block
the refund of GST paid for next many
months. A reduction in cost disability
and resolution of GST issues will set

exports on the growth track. 
Five: Protect interests of exporters in

foreign markets. India has 500+ USFDA
approved pharmaceutical units, yet Indian
drug quality is always ridiculed and sus-
pected. Big Pharma pushes the US govern-
ment to apply the harshest possible 
measures to discourage entry of pharma
products from India. Even high-quality
products from India face routine rejection
in China and many other countries. The
government must create a war room to
track such incidences. Trade experts post-
ed in Indian missions must take up such
issues with foreign regulatory bodies.

Six: Promote retail exports. Export of
small quantities of customised products
through courier is the new form of export
taken up by thousands of students, house-
wives and small firms. They export 
handicrafts, jewellery, ethnic wear, 
decorative paintings, ayurveda products
and so on. Considering the depth of India’s
artisanal expertise, each product can 
become a billion dollar plus category.

But the retail export policy needs many
changes. Today retail exports can take
place from few airports, processing is
manual, consignment value must be less
than Rs 25,000. Firms must pay GST but
get no refunds and export incentives. 
Retail exporting should be made as easy
as selling in local markets.

Seven: Open large product exhibition
centres cum markets. Consider facilities
offered by the Yiwu market located in
Zhejiang, China. It is the world’s largest
wholesale market where over 1,00,000
suppliers exhibit 4,00,000 kinds of
products. Yiwu has tied up with leading
logistics firms for shop to door deliveries.
Order at Yiwu, receive at your factory
with no hassle of transport and customs.
Centres like Yiwu must be an important
part of India’s market expansion, brand
and relationship building strategy.

Consider India’s advanced R&D 
capabilities, diversified manufacturing
skill set and extensive vendor base, and a
trillion dollar export turnover is a target
within reach. Meeting the target would
strengthen brand India, create 25 million
jobs in manufacturing and 50 million in
services, and bring India on a par with the
top manufacturing and exporting nations.

The writer is an Indian Trade Service 
officer. Views are personal

Ajay Srivastava

How To Get The Mojo Back
Here’s a plan to double Indian exports and get it up to a trillion dollars in five years

A surge in demand for products
and services would be a
certain cure for most of the
Indian economy’s current
afflictions: low capacity
utilisation, low investments,
low production, low job creation
or the low GDP growth rate

Clutter in the house blocks the 
flow of vital energy, adversely
effecting relationships, growth,

health, productivity and career, accor-
ding to Vaastu. This clutter could be of
three kinds. First, what is broken is no
longer functional – like a broken tennis
racket. Second, things that have become
outdated and have no utility, in the
present or future. Then there are things
that are useful but not really for us
because our needs have changed since
the time we acquired them, for example
childhood toys that we have outgrown.

While this principle is applicable 
to physical clutter in homes and offices,
a little introspection reveals that 
something similar is true of our lives 
as well and we need to declutter by
removing or avoiding people and 
thoughts that, metaphorically 
speaking, are mere clutter for us.

First, the people who should be
avoided or with whom social contact
should be minimised; we can call them
social clutter. This includes persons
who are insincere and will not help
even when they are in a position to 
do so. Here, help would comprise 
both material and advisory
assistance. Then there are
persons who do not have the
resources to help materially or
who have no qualities that 
can inspire us. Time spent 
with them yields no benefit,
intellectual or spiritual. 

Envious and jealous people
may succumb to these feelings
and harm us if they think that
we are doing better than they
are. Also, an exploitative person
will always try to gain something at our
expense; with such a person a situation
yielding mutual benefit can never arise.
An egoistic and arrogant person can be

both exasperating for our mood and 
tax our patience, sapping our energy; 
an equal relationship with give-and-
take of ideas and views, so necessary 
for intellectual growth, is just not 
possible with him. A rude and 
supercilious individual can dent our

self-confidence; worse, over
long association, these crude
traits can rub off on us.

We now come to an equally,
if not more, important aspect
of our lives – our thoughts. If
we allow negative thoughts and
feelings to take root in our
minds they will destroy not
only our chances of success in
what we do but also negatively
impact our peace of mind. Like
pessimism which detracts from

our enthusiasm and makes us fear the
future; greed which tempts us into
unethical and sometimes dangerous
situations; ambition which makes us

spin like a top relentlessly at the cost of
bodily and mental harm. Vanity, a close
cousin, makes us run faster and faster
on the materialistic treadmill for more
and more. Anxiety of the unhealthy
kind also destroys our peace of mind; in
fact, it is a self-inflicted torture that
undermines our abilities and prevents
us from enjoying what life offers us. 

Just as in our homes we need to do
spring cleaning periodically, so also, it
is necessary that we keep getting rid of
all negativities from our minds and
social circle from time to time. For it is
only when valuable space is cleared of
clutter that we can populate it with
things that are more useful and
functional that could engender our
aims and goals.

Just as decluttering the home and
workspace results in a light feeling, so
also will clearing mental and social
spaces result in a feeling of lightness
and infuse vitality in our lives.

Declutter: Clean Up Your Home, Office & More 
Pradeep Bajpai
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The fear of death follows from the fear of life

MARK TWAIN

A thought for today

dilbert

very recent, 20th century phenomenon
in our country.
■ Would a durable solution to the
problem have been a more intense 
effort to persuade schoolchildren to
refrain from bursting crackers?

Since the last 20 years we have been
asking schoolchildren to stop bursting

firecrackers. This drive has been
going on since 1998. It somehow
hasn’t worked. Yes, there are lesser
number of children pursuing it
[bursting crackers] but there are

very few who know about its ill effects.
From 1998-2017 there is a drastic change
in Delhi air. Drastic situation calls for
drastic measures.
■ What’s your view on the fire-
cracker industry?

Whenever an activity is found to be
dangerous to public health, the court has
always stepped in and banned it. Gutka
has been banned, their industry had to
stop. Plastic too has been banned. 
Similarly firecrackers should be banned.
As far as labourers in the firecrackers 
industry are concerned, it is important to
note their employment is only seasonal.
In fact the Delhi government, in Novem-
ber 2016, has come out with a notification
banning the bursting of firecrackers 
unless it is for a religious occasion. In any
event, therefore, bursting of firecrackers
in Delhi for weddings, parties, victories
in matches, etc is prohibited and the 
government has to enforce this.
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